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section which was permanently irreconcilable and quite incap-
able of that comprehension which is essential in order to receive
as well as to bestow forgiveness. Between these sections the
great mass of the nation hovered between regret for the past
and memory of old wrongs and faith in the future and hope of
coming benefits. If the nation had wavered between the pacifist
and the irreconcilable., and had finally rejected the former without
definitely accepting the latter, it was liable at any moment to
come down heavily on the side of the irreconcilable. German
policy hovered perpetually between the deep sea of national
pride and the devil of Allied pressure; it could not be realist
in the statesman's sense of the word., that is, clo what is on the
long view best.  No  commonsense realist government which
adopted the policy of surrender so urged on Germany's statesmen
by Germany's friends in other countries would have lasted a
week, and these statesmen may be pardoned for believing that
it was more important that government should be maintained
than that the exigencies of the academic should be satisfied.
There is no doubt at all that the best policy for Germany all
along would have been frank acceptance and fulfilment of the
treaty. A distinguished British journalist said so to Strescmann,
and records that he was astonished. What he was astonished
at was not the novelty of the policy, but at the assumption that
he did not know it was the best policy, and at the political
naivetd that did not see that it was an impossible policy. It is
true that no statesman can simply confine himself to the bounds
of the possible and remain a statesman, but there arc times in
the life of a nation when the distinction between possible and
impossible is as mercilessly clear as it is in the dictionary, when
impossible means impossible absolutely and not relatively. With
the relatively, the conventionally impossible, the statesman can,
though he often fails to, deal; before an absolute he, like the
rest of us, must bow.
Merely legal obligation sat lightly on the conscience of a
people which felt that it had been unjustly treated, and recognized
no moral obligation to fulfil or even observe the Treaty of Ver-
sailles. There never was any repudiation on moral grounds of

